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Koala bear cartoon

(picture: Hanna-Barbera) It's a pretty common situation. Are you sitting around with friends, talking about how back in the day, you raced home after school, or got up extra early in the morning to catch Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Thundercats, Disney Afternoons, Animaniacs, etc. You're all driven by nostalgic reverence for the good old days cartoons, sharing and getting each other Inspector Gadget
links, sticking over how Monterrey Jack's cheese problem could be an allegory for drug addiction and commenting that Uncle Gadget's free-range parenting penny was either clever or maybe neglectful... and then I bring everything screech to stop by saying, And how about that weird 80 is a cartoon ... Jayce and the wheeled warriors? Was his sister a plant? I'm sure his sister was a plant... Everyone's just
staring at you. You think you hear crickets, but they're probably just implicit. You mean Transformers? A well-meaning friend asks. No, I mean Jayce and the Wheeled Warriors. I think he was driving a vehicle that ... Stacked? yes, that's Transformers. Or that Transformers knock-off ... with cars that are mistaken for a giant robot? I'm shaking my head. No, no. It's Voltron! Another friend gives me a pitiful
look. Voltron was lions, not cars. I think you just forgot. Me? Forget something unimportant about entertainment from a bygone era? Never! Jayce and Wheeled Warriors were real, his sister was a plant (a bit), and now we have Wikipedia and the internet to verify these facts. Even so, people are lazy and often prefer to argue than look for things up. As it was then, my memory of Jayce and the wheeled
Warriors was cemented in fact when I found an aged coloring in a small shop in a small town, still sitting on a shelf, as if 1980s-what it was yesterday. I bought it and it lives in a box in my closet as pre-ubiquitous-Internet proof of my own existence. Did you watch the show when you were a kid who seems to have fallen out of the collective memory of humanity? Do you ever feel like you're the only one who
remembers some of your favorite old cartoons? What happened to Peter Pan and the Pirates? Freakazoid? Pirates of dark water? And yes, the weird Voltron who had cars instead of lions? What about some nickelodeon weirdos like David Gnome, and the one with a baby named Sandy who goes into a strange koala-world with a flying pink koala and her stuffed koala bear? I've really never heard the world
eucalyptus so much in one place in my entire life. Here are some of my own cartoon half-memories, and in the comments, I'd love to hear some of your own! That power ballad ... Gentlemen! (picture: DIC) 1.) Jayce and Wheeled Warriors This show aired since 1985 and was literally a cartoon commercial created for sale by toys. Despite this, the plot captivated baby-me enough to hold with me for many
years. The intro song is ... intense 1980s. Listen to it. Heroes were lightning league and villain He was Monster Minds. It was a bit of a weird '80s version of organic against a man-made trope, only they were marketing stackable things to the car, so tree-peeps were the enemy. Suck it up, Captain Planet, you weird, weird conditional being! Seriously, when planeteers came together, was this the only time
Captain Planet was receptive and in existence? Or, was he always around, but could he just be arsed to fight eco-villains when called the right elemental combination? Yes. Think about my fun. Again. Jayce was the protagonist, his father was some kind of plant science guy, and Flora, who was the kind of Jayce's little sister was basically a laboratory experiment their father created. Yeesh. And it was real,
and I have the internet to support me. That, and a lousy paint book. ... It's not the one in the cow hat. (picture: Warner Bros.) 2nd) The SilverHawks SilverHawks were basically carried by the same team as the ThunderCats, which were much more popular. Many of the same voice actors were involved, and even the villain's names were similar. At ThunderCats, the main big bad was Mumm-Ra, and in the
SilverHawks, it was Mon-Star, and both were voiced by the same voice actor, Earl Hammond. The introductory themes are even similar, with the fight crying, Tally Hawk! Instead of ThunderCats, ho! SilverHawks aired in 1986, and followed the adventures of a team of futuristic, armor-plated, space-flying, bird-motif'd cyborg people who fought crime in a place called the Limbo Galaxy. They had very similar
team dynamics to the Thundercats, and even as a young kid I remember joking that Quicksilver was, Space Lion-O! Another forgotten fact about this show that has always been a bit in the shadow of the ThunderCats? There was the planet Mimes. Yes. Kidd Copper came from there. Mime planet, everyone! And before ThunderCats fans laughed too hard - the Thundereans' (sp?) enemies were referred to
as Plun-darr mutants. So yes, it was in the '80s. (picture: Hanna-Barbera) 3.) Pirates of the Dark Water Check out the intro: Cool music, right? This show aired in 1991, and captured my imagination for a good year. At the time I was a kid, I didn't have internet, and I didn't know what fanfiction was anymore. Suffice to say, if I knew then what I know now, I would be all over that fico! I bring it to show in
conversation, when people do, Do you remember ____? Thing. Sometimes someone's heard of it, but mostly I have blank views. The show took place on the planet Mer, which, surprisingly, was a very watery place. The problem was that this dark water was contaminating things and doing things... Murky? Gross? It wasn't super clear. Ah? See what I did there? I'll stop. I want to, I will. I won't let my horrible
pun further cloud the water... yes, I'm sorry. The main character was a prince named Ren, who was raised not knowing he was a prince. He wielded his father's broken sword and sailed past Mer and tried to find 13 treasures somehow spell away the magical ickwater. Also on his crew was Tula, an ecomancer who was voiced by none other than Ariel herself, Jodi Benson! Other notable characters were Ioz,
who always tried to get rich, and Niddler, a monkey-bird. True to my theory that whenever I love something animated, voice actor Jim Cummings turns out to be involved - it turns out he took over expressing Ioz after the original voice of the actor was no longer able to. On the baddies side, the main villain is Bloth, and Konk, one of his minions, is voiced by Tim Curry! The characters have an elven kind of
look that matches the fantasy feel of the show. Close to earth, close to man, but not quite. (picture: Fox) 4.) Peter Pan and the Pirates Speaking of Tim Curry and the Pirates... Captain Hook in this cartoon is voiced by him as well! It has a great introduction and great music, too. Very adventurous. Peter Pan and the Pirates ran for season two on Fox in 1990/1991, but then had a re-run during the 1990s. I'm
not sure what year I saw it, but it immediately stood out to me because of the opening theme and because the Peter Pan cartoon was the only version I've ever seen who wasn't wearing green clothes. Instead, this Peter Pan wore brown. One of the main things I remember about this cartoon is that there was one pirate who was much younger than the rest who at times seemed sympathetic to the Lost
Boys, and I always wondered if the show would ever solve any of these issues. I remember being really sad when Jane, Wendy's daughter from the future, showed up and so cemented the fact that she would eventually leave Neverland, grow up, and have a family. How would that be okay? (picture: Weinstein Company) 5.) The world of David Gnome I saw this cartoon in pieces, all out of order whenever I
visit my grandmother's house (she had cable TV and we didn't.) I always thought it was a German cartoon, for some reason, but it turns out it was Spanish, but based on a Dutch children's book written by Wil Huygen and illustrated by Rien Poortyliet, then dubbed into English and pitched to Nick Jr. in the 90s, where I watched in a confused fascination as geriatric gnome went around on a fox named Swift
and generally gnomed around with his wife Lisa and their gnome friends and family. Compared to other cartoons of the time, it was a weirdly quiet and domestic show, often offering a glimpse of gnomish culture and showing how dwarfs had to fight human damage to nature. David occasionally had to outsmat some bumbling trolls, but that was probably all the action this show offered. Even the theme song
was remarkably chill. A few years later as an adult, my brother sent me a link to the last episode of David Gnome on Youtube. If you want to cry your eyeballs out looking at a cartoon fox saddened by the sudden rejection and demise of your main companion, then this is a clip for you! Seriously, this was messing with my head, and it wasn't until a few years later. that a friend told me that there was more that
the fox finds the lady fox in the forest and another dwarf hang out with. Okay, that's fine, and I'm glad Swift found a new family, but... Cartoon show ends with them embracing death together and turning into trees? Really? Turns out the dwarfs have only lived 400 years and this whole show long, David was 399. Why wasn't this cartoon called David Gnome: The Last Days of the Gnomish Doctor? or End
times: Soon You'll Be a Tree! I'm still not sure I'm okay. (Pictures: Nippon Animation Company) Honorable mention: There are so many shows, and I watched a lot of TV as a kid, so there's no way to include all of them. I'm sure everyone has that one show that seems like no one else in their circles remembers. For one of my friends, it was BraveStarr, a futuristic animated space western with animal hybrid
people. Another slightly unclear one was Freakazoid. It had the zany humour of the Animaniacs, but never made it so popular. And never forget that the old Voltron had a lion version and a car one! The Lions were better. Much better. And just to leave you on a WTF note... Koalas. The show was called Noozles, which, as far as I know, had zero for anything. Sandy, a little girl, got stuffed with a koala that
she was going to find when she kissed her with her nose. His name is Blinky, his floating pink sister is Pinky, and he's always trying to get them to go back to KoalaWalla Land. Apparently, people weren't allowed there, and Sandy had to wear a koala mask sometimes. The show was performed in the 1980s, but ran on Nickelodeon well into the 1990s. Let me know some of your own semi-forgotten cartoon
favorites in the comments! Sara Goodwin has a B.A. in classical civilization and an MA in the Library of Science from Indiana University. She once went to an archaeological dig and found amazing ancient things. Sara has a smorgasbord of pan-nerd entertainment such as Renaissance fairs, anime conventions, steampunk, and science fiction and fantasy conventions. In her spare time, she writes things
like fairy tale haiku, fantasy novels and terrible poetry about being haunted by one-eyed opossums. In her second free time, she sells nerds both with a grain of salt patterns, Tweets, and Tumbls. Want more stories like this? Become a subscriber and support the site! -Mary Sue has a strict comment policy that prohibits but is not limited to personal insults against anyone, hate speech, and trolling.— Follow
Mary Sue on Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, Pinterest, &amp; Google+. Do we have a tip we should know? tips@themarysue.com tips@themarysue.com
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